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ABSTRACT 

An experimental investigation is made of the idealized drilling 

problem of a flat punch loading a horizontal rock surface near a 

previous crater. Tests are run on a limestone to determine the force 

required to form a chip and the chip shape as functions of the confining 

pressure, the inclination of the free surface from the horizontal loaded 

surface, and the placement or ,,indexing,, distance of the load from 

the free surface. 

The results are compared with the theoretical predictions of 

plastic limit analysis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years a great deal of work has been done to find new 

ways of drilling into the earth's crust and to improve existing methods. 

A number of new techniques have been tried such as explosives, flame, 

electric arc, abrasive jets, chemicals, and various percussion typo 

drills*. Some of the new methods are useful in certain situations, but 

rotary drilling continues to be the most versatile and generally econo¬ 

mical method for rock drilling . 

In order to improve rotary drilling techniques and to develop new 

methods, an understanding of how rock fails is necessary. Oil wells are 

now drilled to depths of 20,000 feet or more, so any useful experimental 

investigation must be carried out under conditions that are similar to 

2 3 4 
those at depth. Experiments * * have shown that rock strength and 

ductility increase with increasing pressure. The action of a roller- 

cone bit is not one of pure rolling in most cases but also involves a 

gouging and scraping action. As a first approximation to the penetrat- 

5,6 
ing action, experiments have been conducted where a semi-infinite 

smooth rock surface is loaded using a steel punch with an apex vary¬ 

ing from a sharp wedge configuration through various degrees of dullness 

to that of a flat punch. Both essentially static and dynamic loadings 

have been investigated, although the statio loading more nearly approxi¬ 

mates the action in rotary drilling. As a refinement of this approach, 

•7 R Q 
studies have been made of indexing ' * or chipping from a bit tooth 

to a previously formed crater. 
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The purpose of the present investigation is to ii-ivestigftte indexed 

penetrations in greater detail. Figure 1-A illustrates the general pro- 

10,11 
blem. Pittman and Cheatham have used plastic limit analysis to 

study the idealized plane strain indexing problem for a material having 

a linear Coulomb-Mohr yield criterion. The idealized physical problem 

is illustrated in Figure 1-B. 

Successive bit-tooth penetrations have been conducted on three dif¬ 

ferent types of rock at confining pressures ranging from atmospheric to 

5,000 psi using 45° wedge teeth with a flat and round apexes, and at a 

number of indexing distances^. 

In the present investigation a more detailed examination is made 

of the bit-tooth force required to cause failure to a free surface using 

a flat bit-tooth as Figure 1-B illustrates. These tests are referred to 

as indexing experiments while the tests carried out by indenting a rock 

surface at various intervals are referred to as sucessive bit-tooth pene¬ 

tration tests. 

The following parameters of the indexing problem were varied: 

1. I = distance from the center of the punch to the 

edge of the inclined surface 

2, (X = angle of inclination to horizontal of the 

free surface 

3» p = confining pressure. 



(A) GENERAL PROBLEM OF INDEXING TO A 
PREVIOUS CRATER 

(B) IDEALIZED INDEXING PROBLEM 

FIGURE I 



II. PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON ROCK UNIER CONFINING PRESSURE 

Some previous experimental investigations which are related to 

the present study are: 

(1) Triaxial tests to determine rock properties 

(2) Microbit drilling studies which correlate laboratory 

tests of rock properties, and drilling rates with the 

performance of actual drill bits 

(3) Single bit-tooth penetration tosts to study forces requir¬ 

ed for indentation with various tooth configurations on 

different rocks under confining pressures, 

Triaxial Tests 

Triaxial tests show that both rock strength and ductility increase 

2 
as confining pressure is increased. Brethauer reports that the strength 

£ 

of Carthage marble increases 260$ for one sample and 350$ for another 

sample for a confining pressure increase from atmospheric to 10,000 psi. 

A similar increase can be seen from the plot of the Mohr’s circles and 

the Mohr envelope for Carthage marble in Figure 2, Figure 2 was taken 

16 
from triaxial test data at confining pressures ranging from 2500 to 

15,000 psi. The portion of the Mohr envelope for confining pressures up 

to 15,000 psi is approximately linear. The linear Coulomb-Mohr yield 

envelope is the most simple yield envelope that accounts for the exper¬ 

imentally observed increase in rock strength with mean stress. The 

* Carthage marble is the commercial name for Carthage limestone. 
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of* i;.y»A CouXoifiL'—Molii* t?nvs!i.op9 i.s givsn cy 

“ C + CT fan <£ 

whore 

O' = normal stress 

= shear stress for yielding 

C « cohesive strength ( shear stress for zero normal stress) 

(j) - angle of internal friction. 

Experimental yield envelopes sometimes show a nonlinear inoreaso 

in rock strength with an increase in mean stress. For these yield 

envelopes a parabolic envelope of the form 

^ ^ A 4 13 cr 

is often a good approximation, where A and B are experimentally deter¬ 

mined constants. 
h. 

Triaxial tests have been carried out by Robinson and Handin and 

Hager^ in which pore pressure in the rock and confining pressure on the 

lateral surfaces of the sample were varied independently. These tests 

show that the strength of the rock increases with differential pressure, 

i.e. difference in pressure between confining pressure and pore pressure. 

The samples fail in a brittle manner with only a very small increase in 

strength over that observed at atmospheric pressure when confining and 

pore pressure are equal. 

Microbit Studies 

4 
Robinson compared the triaxial test data he obtained for various 

rocks at a number of confining pressures with microbit drilling studies 

12 13 performed by Murry and Cunningham, and Eckel and concluded that 

increased rock strength causes decreased drilling rates. That is, both 
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stronger types of rock and increased confining pressure result in lower 

p 
drilling rates. Bredthauor compared his trixial test results to Cunn¬ 

ingham’s*^ microbit drilling studies and also observed a decrease in 

drilling rate with increased rock strength. 

Microbit drilling studies have also been compared with field data*^’*^. 

Drilling rates are greatly reduced as wells are drilled deeper. A drill¬ 

ing rate decrease can be produced in the laboratory by increasing differ¬ 

ential pressure on the sample to correspond to the increasing borehole 

pressure as wells are drilled deeper. Robinson also suggests that a 

differential pressure from the wellbore into the formation should make 

cuttings or chips more difficult to remove from the rock so that cuttings 

might be redrilled before coming free from the bottom of the borehole. 

Also, when mud is the drilling fluid, a differential pressure should 

affect the thicloiess of the ‘cushioning’ mud cake at the bottom of the 

borehole for a porous rock formation. 

Some of the problems associated with drilling at depth can be avoid¬ 

ed by the use of water or air to remove the cuttings from the bottom of 

l6 
the well. These methods are being developed in an effort to improve 

drilling rates. 

Single Bit-Tooth Investigations 

Single bit-tooth penetration tests have made possible the detailed 

study of rock failure.under simulated borehole conditions. Variables 

such as tooth shape, rock strength, confining pressure, pore pressure, 

and loading rate can be changed independently in order to develop theories 

to predict how a bit-tooth causes rock failure under given conditions. 
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Maurer^ has studied the effect of varying the borehole pressure, 

pore pressure, and overburden pressure. The overburden pressure was 

found to have essentially no effect. The difference between borehole 

and pore pressure, or differential pressure, was found to have an effect 

on the force required for penetration, on th9 crater volume, and on the 

apparent macroscopic mechanism of rock failure. The threshold force, or 

force required to form a crater, increased with differential pressure and 

tooth contact area, or tooth dullness. An increase in differential 

pressure from 0 to 5>000 psi was found to decrease crater volume in 

Indiana limestone and Berea sandstone by 90$. This corresponds to the 

decrease in drilling rate with increase in differential pressure since 

the volume of rock removed per tooth impact is proportional to the drill¬ 

ing rate. 

5 
Gnirk and Cheatham have observed a change in the nature of rock 

failure from brittle to ductile for differential pressures as low as 

1.000 psi for limestones, about 2,500 psi for sandstones, and above 

5.000 psi for dolomites. As rock failure changes from a brittle to a 

ductile behavior the force-displacement curves change from a nonlinear 

and discontinuous behavior to a smooth, linear behavior. Force per 

unit penetration was observed to increase exponentially with increasing 

bit-tooth angle at a constant confining pressure. The above authors 

also observe that "a qualitative correlation between volume of frag¬ 

mented rock per unit energy input for a single bit-tooth and drilling 

rate with a microbit appears to exist over a confining pressure range 

from atmospheric to 5,000 psi. Weaker rocks ( with reference to ultimate 

strength), which correspond to oasy-to-drill formations, are more greatly 
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affected by an increase in confining pressure than are the relatively 

stronger rocks, which correspond to the hardor-to-drill formations,*' 

These authors used plasticity theory to obtain relations for force 

versus penetration as a function of rock properties, bit-tooth angle, 

and friotion between tooth and rock. For some rocks at pressures high 

enough to cause ductile failure, experimental values of bit-tooth pene¬ 

tration force were found to agree with theory. In particular, there was 

good agreement with theory for sharp wedges penetrating marble. 
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HI. PLASTIC LIMIT ANALYSIS OF A COULOMB MATERIAL LOADED BY A FLAT PUNCH 

Pittman*^ and Cheatham and Pittman^ have used plastic limit ana¬ 

lysis to determine upper and lower bounds for the chip formation force 

when a horizontal rock surface is loaded by a flat bit-tooth near a two 

dimensional crater of arbitrary shape. Plane strain is assumed and 

gravity is neglected. The assumption of a linear Coulomb-Mohr yield 

envelope is made. The minimum power of dissipation concept is used to 

approximate chip size and shape, as well as the critical indexing distance. 

The critical indexing distance is the greatest distance at which a bit- 

tooth can interact with a previous crater to form chips. 

The lower bound load makes use of the trapezoid solution in plasti- 

15 
city theory . The following equation gives the lower bound load in 

excess of the confining pressure 

- Ctfd <$) 

where 

w « width of punch 

L = length of punch 
% - angle to vertical that side of inscribed trapezoid makes 
(p = angle of internal friction 
Cp = cohesive strength at pressure p 

V = cos * (sin^>cos%) 
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The cohesive strength, Cp, is related to the cohesive strength at 

atmospheric pressure, c, and the compressive strength of the rock, Op, 

by the following equation 

p r C 4 P "fa* 4> ■= &? ( 1 ~ ^ ^ 
P 2 V C.e& 4 I 

The upper bound load for I = w/2, that is when the punch is located 

at the edge of the free surface, for - */£ , is given by Prandtl’s 

solution*^ 

Fa ~ CPW L cA (j> 
' I 4 S'" $ 

I — S> ‘ n <j) 

z(%- e<)^ 

The slip line field for<*= 0 is shown in Figure 3-A as O'GSM. 

This solution can be extended to cover problems where I>w/2 by 

adding a dissipation term AD for plane slip to a free surface to the 

Prandtl solution / r- A °0 tan 4> AS co«; f g}'* 1 

where 
A £ - ac(d; a) phne $/•/> 4>A*nc& 

For example in Figure 3-A O'GG’ can be extended to a point P so 

that the slip distance AS = G’P gives a value of Fu equivalent to that 

obtained for°<~ 0. This can be done for other values ofctfto establish 

slip paths such as O’GS'M'M", with AS' = M'M*’, that give the same value 

for Fu» MM" is then a locus of points of equal power of dissipation. 

Additional contours such as M'P* in Fiqure 3**B can be laid out for 

increments of the distance G'P between values calculated for ** = 

and <*= 0. Figure 4 is established in this manner for a material with 
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GENERAL PLOT FOR POWER OF 

DISSIPATION FOR <£ = 30° 

(AFTER PITTMAN)10 

Figure 4. 
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angle of internal friction Y=
 30° and is referred to as a general dissi¬ 

pation plot. Figure 5 is taken from this plot and shows the upper bound 

load Fu as a function of I and . 

The arbitrary free surface ”0" in Figure 3~B touches a minimum dis¬ 

sipation contour M’P* and establishes an upper bound load and possible 

slip path. However, if two points on the free surface touch the same 

dissipation contour, either slip path is possible and there is no unique 

answer to the slip and volume of material affected. 
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IV. EQUIPMENT AND SAMPLE PREPARATION 

The equipment was the same for both the successive bit-tooth pene¬ 

tration experiments and the flat punch load near a free inclined surface 

(indexing) experiments and will be described hero for both experiments. 

The pressure vessel used for the investigation is shown in Figure 6, 

A piston containing a bit-tooth in the lower end is moved through the 

side of the vessel by pressurizing the piston pressure chamber. The 

piston assembly is in force equilibrium as shown in Figure 6; therefore 

the pressure in the vessel remains constant as the piston moves into 

the vessel. Strain gages on the piston and on a cantilever above the 

piston are connected through a Wheatstone bridge arrangement to a x-y 

recorder to give a plot of force versus displacement. The force cali¬ 

bration was checked before the piston was installed in the side of the 

pressure vessel by applying a known load to the piston and then varying 

the current through the strain gage bridge until the desired deflection 

for the given load was obtained. The calibration can be checked when 

the vessel is in use since the load or force due to the pressure is 

F = pA = ( 1.765 in.^ ) P 

A is the cross sectional area of the 1.5" diameter piston or 

. 2 
A = 1.765 in. and p can be road from the pressure gage. A list of forces 

for various pressures and force scales is given in Appendix A. 

The instrumentation schematic and operation procedure are also given in 

Appendix A. 
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Rectangular rock samples x 4” x 12" were obtained from a local 

stone company. Supply sources for the samples and other supplies are 

given in Appendix B. Petrographic descriptions of the Carthage marble,- ' 

Berea sandstone, and Indiana limestone are given in Appendix C. The 

rocks were oriented so that indentation was normal to any visible bedding 

plane. Each rock sample, was cemented into an aluminum box with castone. 

The top of the sample was sprayed with a thin layer of clear plastic 

spray and then covered with a layer of silicon putty, or "silly putty" 

as it is commonly known. The silicon putty prevented the hydraulic oil 

used to pressurise the vessel from entering the pores of the rock, but 

it offers little resistance to the penetration of a bit-tooth. 

5 
Carthage marble is nearly impermeable , and it was found that test 

results were the same with and without the silicon putty. Therefore all 

of the indexing experiments were run ■with only the plastic spray coating. 

In order to approximate plan9 strain as nearly as possible and to 

constrain the rock so that slip in two dimensions could be studied, 

the samples for the indexing experiments were cut as shown in Figure 

7-A. The slot represents the idealized previous indentation crater. 

Figure 7-3 shows three dimensional failure when the rock was not constrain¬ 

ed to fail in any particular way. 

The bit-teeth used in the successive penetration tests were wedge 

shaped with a 45° included angle. Teeth with a l/l6 x i/2 inch flat 

and others with a cylindrical apex of l/32" radius by l/2 inch length 

were used to determine the effect of tooth dullness during penetration. 

Tooth configurations are shown in Fiqure 8. A i/8 x l/2 inch flat tooth 

with vertical sides was used in most of the indexing tests, although a 

few teeth of other widths were used to determine the effect of varying 



SAMPLE CUT TO CONTAIN SLIP 

DIMENSIONS 

THREE DIMENSIONAL SLIP 

FIGURE 7 . 
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the width. 

The sample inside ox the pressure vessel can be translated by means 

of the rods connected to the sample holder through the ends of the pres¬ 

sure vessel. An air driven Sprague pump was used to pressurize the 

vessel. Confining pressures ranged from atmospheric to 5,000 psi. 



L 

FLAT WEDGE TOOTH 

FIGURE 8. 

TOOTH CONFIGURATIONS 
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V. FIAT PUNCH LOAD NEAR A FREE INCLINED SURFACE ( INDEXING) 

The purpose of this investigation was to study the indexing 

problem of a flat punch loading a horizontal rock surface near a 

previous crater. The generalized and idealized problems are shown 

in Figure i. Slots representing idealizations of previous craters 

were cut at angles of 30°» 60°, and 90°• Indentations were then 

made with a flat punch of width, w = l/8", and length, L = l/2", at 

various indexing distances, I, from the edge of the slot. Tests were 

conducted at confining pressures of 0,2500, and 5000 psi on Carthage 

marble. 

Experimental Results 

Force-penetration curves for the indexing tests are shown in 

Figures 10 through 14. Each of these curves has an initial linear 

portion which corresponds to the elastic displacement of the bit-tooth 
18 into the rock. Westergaard's solution to the problem of a flat punch 

exerting a uniform pressure on an elastic half-space can be used to 

approximate the elastic part of the curves. From this solution the 

displacement as a function of force is expressed as 

where 

£= displacement 

F = force 



Figure 9. 
THEORETICAL ELASTIC AND PERFECTLY PLASTIC CURVES 
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w = width of punch 

L = length of punch 

y= Poisson's ratio 

E = modulus of elasticity 

The elastic portions of the experimental curves follow this relation¬ 

ship for values of E = 2 x 10^ psi and V = 0.2. Stress-strain curves 
c 6 

from triaxial tests^ yield a modulus of elasticity of 1.65 x 10 psi 

for Carthage marble. The elasticity of the punch and piston combined 

with the elasticity of the rock will make the apparent modulus of elasti¬ 

city for the experimental curves slightly greater than modulus of elasti¬ 

city for Carthage marble alone. 

The theoretical upper-bound load for a l/8" x l/2" flat punch acting 

on a semi-infinite surface is calculated to be 11,600 lb. using the proce¬ 

dure described in Section III and including the three dimensional end 

effect corrections described in Appendix E. The elastic-plactic problem 

for the flat punch has not been solved; hovrever, the force-displacement 

curve can be approximated by an elastic curve intersecting the upper- 

bound load as shown in Figure 9« An experimentally determined force- 

displacement curve for a flat punch indenting a semi-infinite surface of 

Carthage marble at a confining pressure of 2500 psi is shown for compari¬ 

son in Figure 9* Strain hardening is apparent from this experimental curve. 

The elastic portion of each of the experimentally determined curves 

is followed by a discontinuity of slope corresponding to the beginning 

of inelastic behavior. Carthage marble undergoes a transition from 

failure by brittle fracture to ductile flow at a confining pressure of 

about 1500 psi. 
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At confining pressures below the transition pressure, the force drops 

sharply as a chip is broken free. At confining pressures above the transi¬ 

tion pressure and at indexing distances less than the critical distance, 

ie. the maximum distance at which interaction with a previous crater can 

occur, the force drops slightly as a chip is formed but remains approxi¬ 

mately constant during further indentation. At indexing distances greater 

than the critical distance the force continues to increase until the 

test is terminated. The various types of behavior as functions of confin¬ 

ing pressure and indexing distance can be seen in Figures 10 through 14. 

End Effects 

Before a comparison of theoretical and actual bit-tooth forces can 

be made, it is necessary to explain several factors vrhich are important 

in interpretating the test results. 

The samples wore cut as shown in Figure 15-A to constrain failure 

to two dimensions. Slip was found to occur as represented by the surfaces 

ABCD, ABE, and CDF. These slip surfaces are shorn as planes, however in 

the actual case the slip surface was a rounded trough. 

Pittman^ considers the two-dimensional problem for slip occuring 

over the area ABCD. In order to apply his analysis to the actual problem, 

the influence of the areas ABE and CDF must be included. The contribution 

of these areas will be referred to as "end effects". The end-effect 

correction is made by assuming that slip occurs along ABE and CDS of 

19 
Figure 15-A. Although Prandtl’s slip-line field for a flat punch applies 

only to the two-dimensional problem, it can be used to approximate end- 

effect corrections for the three-dimensional problem. The slip plane 

ABE intersects the fan shown in Figure 16-A along the radius HG. The 
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strength of tho rock in region AGH is greater than the strength of the 

material in region HGBE since the mean stress is higher in the fan than 

in the surrounding regions which are subjected only to the confining 

pressure. Denoting the region HG3E by I and AGH by II the strengths 

are related by 17 

'tro __ -z- & & 'ta* $ 

'£'ce 

for a linear yield envelope , 

A value of 7^at a confining pressure of 2500 psi is obtained from the 

yield envelope for Carthage marble shovm in Figure 2. The value of 

A0 can be calculated from Figure 16-A for (f) = 30° as follows: 

A0 _ 7T/^_ (T%- = /. as: v'ad.ans ov 6 O 
. If I 2.C i.OiS)C570>) \ „ //ID D'* 

Or* = Zr& £ = I0,00o (3.3<>)= bOO 

at a confining pressure of 2500 psi. 

Thus the rock in area AGH has a shear strength of t'-re - 33»600 psi, 

and the rock in area GBEH has a shear strength of Lro- 10,000 psi at 

a confining pressure of 2500 psi. The load L, which the area ABE will 

sustain, is the area of each section multiplied by the shear strength in 

that section; i.e.: 

Area (GBEH) Area (AGH) 

The additional load which the punch must overcome is Fa = 2L 

since area ABE equals area CDF. This additional load must be added to 

tho theoretical load predicted by Pittman in order to obtain a corrected 

theoretical load 



FIGURE 15- SLIP SURFACES 



3-D PROBLEM. 

FIGURE 16. 
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Example end effect calculations are given in Appendix E to illustrate 

the procedure used in making theoretical end-effect corrections. 

End-effects for the case I = w/2 for various tooth widths, confining 

pressures, and inclination of the free surface were investigated experi¬ 

mentally, When a flat punch indents at the edge of a 90° free surface, 

failure occurs along a triangular path. If the width of the punch is 

doubled,the back slip-surface or hypotenuse of the triangle is doubled, 

but the side area of the triangle, which gives the end-effect, is in¬ 

creased by a factor of four. Thus the force due to the back slip-surface 

is a linear function of tooth width whereas the force due to the end- 

effects is a quadratic function of tooth width. Plotting force par 

unit area as a function of tooth width as in Figure 17 indicates the 

portion of the total force contributed by end-effects since the intercept 

with the F/A axis determines the portion of the load carried by the 

back slip-surface. 

Experimental data are plotted for F/wL versus w in Figure 1? for 

0(— 90°, 60°. The theoretical load as a function of o(can be calcu¬ 

lated using equation 3 of Section III for I = w/2. The values of the 

upper-bound load from Equation 3 are compared with the intercepts in 

Figure 17 for 2500 psi confining pressure below; 

For<*= 90°: F„ = 21,640 lb. and F. = 22,400 lb. 

Foro(= 60°: Fu = 48,800 lb. and F0Xp^ = 44,000 lb. 

The theoretical end-effect correction, F^, discussed earlier and 

given in Appendix E is compared with the experimental end-effect cor¬ 

rection, F£# as follows for the case Oi= 90°, w = l/8", L = l/2", and 

I = w/2. 
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From Appendix E : 

F = 1010 lb. 
1 

From Figure 17 : 

F^/A - 16000 psi 

A = l/l6” 

F2 = 1000 lb. 

The corrections for the case o< = 90°, w = l/4", L = 1/2”, and I = w/2 

are 

F^ = 4040 lb from Appendix E 

F2/A = 32,000 lb. 

A = 1/8" 

F. = 4000 lb. 
2 

It can be seen that the experimental and theoretical methods of end- 

effect correction agree very closely* 

The importance of end-effects can be seen in Figure 17. For 

example, for a i/4" wide tooth on the edge of a 90° slope the force 

carried by the sides of the chip is 4000 lb. whereas the force carried 

by the bottom of the chip is only 2810 lbs. For the l/8" wide tooth, 

1000 lb. is carried by the sides and 1400 lb. is carried by the bottom. 

Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Force versus Indexing Distance 

The experimental force-penetration curves of Figures 10 through 

14 are converted to curves of force as a function of indexing distance 

as shown in Figures 18, 19, and 20. 

The maximum force from the force-penetration curves is used in 

plotting the force/ indexing-distance curves. When a chip is formed the 
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formed, the force continues to increase until the test is stopped 

at an indentation depth of 0.1 inch. 

The force / indexing-distance curves are converted to a dimen¬ 

sionless form by dividing the force by the area of the flat punch 

and the ultimate compressive strength of the Carthage marble at the 

confining pressure. This determines cr^/\ as a function of i/w. 

The uncorrected theoretical curve from Figure 4 for the particular 

indexing distance and inclination of the free surface is corrected 

using the end-effect area obtained from Figure 4. The corrected 

theoretical curves aro given with the experimental data in Figures 

21, 22, 23. 

Comparison of Actual and Theoretical Slip Paths 

After the samples had been indented, a cut was made through the 

indentation at its center in order to obtain a side view of the slip 

lines. The actual slip paths of Figure 24 are taken from photographs 

of the slip paths and th9 theoretical slip paths are taken from Figure 

4. It should be mentioned again that the chips formed by the slip sur¬ 

faces do not have flat bottoms and flat sides, as the idealized case in 

Figure 15 illustrates, but have rounded bottoms and sides. 

From Figure 24 it can be seen that the agreement between theoretical 

and actual slip paths is good in most cases. In a number of cases, an 

additional chip appears to have been tom loose from the rock mass at 

the point where the slip path intersects the free surface, as can be 

seen in Figure 24 for I = 4 w and I = 5 w. Tensile failure of the rock 

near the free surface is a possible explanation for this additional chip 
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formations 

Near the critical indexing distance the theoretical failure surfaces 

undergo an abrupt change from a path intersecting the inclined surface 

to a path intersecting the horizontal surface rather than a smooth transi¬ 

tion between the two slip paths. The experimental slip path near the 

critical indexing distance lies between the two theoretical slip paths 

for indexing distances slightly above and slightly below the critical 

distance, as shown in Figure 24 for I - 6 w, where I = 6.6w. 
v 



Figure 21. 
DIMENSIONIESS FORCE AS FUNCTION OF INDEXING DISTANCE 



DIMENSIONLESS FORCE AS FUNCTION OF INDEXING DISTANCE 



Figure 23 . 
DIMENSIONLESS FORCE AS FUNCTION OF INDEXING DISTANCE 



a =90° 



Figure 24-B 



Figure 24-C 



VI. SUCCESSIVE DULL BIT-TOOTH PENETRATION 

An approximation to the action of a roller cone bit can be 

achieved by successive bit-tooth indentations on the surface of a 

smooth rock. The experimental procedure involves successive penetrations 

with wedge-shaped bit teeth at confining pressures of 0, 1000, 2500, and 

5000 psi. Indentations are made at indexing distances of various multi¬ 

ples of bit-tooth apex width. Depth of penetration is about 0.10 inch 

and rate of penetration is 0.10 ^/min. or essentially static. All 

tests are run at atmospheric pore pressure and room temperature. 

o 
These successive penetration test results were presented at the 

Third Society of Petroleum Engineers Conference on Drilling and 

Rock Mechanics. 

Experimental Results 

Experimental curve for force versus penetration depth at various 

indexing distances are shown for Carthage marble at 0 and 5000 psi con¬ 

fining pressure in Figure 25 and for Berea sandstone at 2500 psi and 

Indiana limestone at 1000 psi in Figure 26. Each curve has an initial 

linear slop>e corresponding to elastic behavior of the rock and bit-tooth. 

At a penetration depth of approximately 0,01 to 0,02 inch, each curve 

changes slope corresponding to initiation of nonelastic behavior. At 

confining pressures below the brittle-to-ductile transition pressure, 

the force drops abruptly as a chip is formed and broken free. The force 

builds up again and drops off as secondary chips are formed, as Figure 
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At confining pressures above the transition pressure, the slope of 

force-penetration curve changes after the linear elastic portion, but 

the force continues to increase. The rock behaves in a macroscopically 
4 

ductile manner and chips are not broken free. Examination of the sample 

after indentation shows that the rock flows around the bit-tooth to some 

extent during indentation and raised laps are formed on either side of 

the indentation. The force versus penetration curves are identical 

above the critical indexing distance except for slight variations between 

tests because of variations in the rock. Critical indexing distance refers 

to the distance at which interaction with a previous crater first occurs. 

At indexing less than critical the force required for penetration decreases 

with decreasing indexing distance, as can be seen in Figure 25-B, 

because of interaction with the previous indentation crater. Examination 

of the sample afterthe test showed that the rock between craters had 

slipped into the previous crater but maintained cohesion with the rock 

beneath it. 

Figure 26 for Berea sandstone in the brittle-to-ductile transition 

range (2500 psi) exhibits discontinuities which occur at decreasing 

penetration depths for decreasing indexing distances corresponding to 

chip formation between craters. The force drops off a small amount as 

chips are formed but then increases again. Examination of the sample after 

the test shows that the chips are not broken completely free from the . 

rock mass 
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Figure 25. (After reference 9 ) 
EXPERIMENTAL CURVES FOR SUCCESSIVE FENETRATIONS 
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INDIANA LIMESTONE 

p - 1000 PSI v - l/l6 IN. 

Figure 26. (After reference 9) 
EXPERIMENTAL CURVES FOR SUCCESSIVE PENETRATIONS 



ftffnc’b of Confining Pressure 

The effect of confining pressure on the optimum indexing distance 

is shown in Figure 27. The optimum indexing distance is the distance at 

which maximum rock damage and chip formation occurs. These results wei’e 

determined by inspection of the sample after the experiment.A range of 

indexing distances at each confining pressure is given because of varia¬ 

tion in results from sample to sample due to natural variation in rock 

properties. The optimum indexing distance remains fairly constant until 

the transition pressure is reached and then it decreases with increasing 

confining pressure, as can be seen in Figure 27. 

A similar decrease in critical indexing distance with increase in 

confining pressure can be seen in Figure 28. The "knee'* of the force 

versus indexing distance curves for various confining pressures cor¬ 

responds to the approximate location of the critical indexing distance. 

The- ’’knee” shifts to lower indexing distances for higher values of the 

confining pressure. 

Effect of Tooth Dullness 

The effect of tooth dullness can bo seen in the force as a function 

of penetration curves in Figure 29. The wedge teeth with l/l6 inch flat 

and round apexes are shown in Figure 8. The initial slope of the flat- 

apex tooth is greater than for the round-apex tooth. The force at initia¬ 

tion of nonelastic behavior and the chip formation force are higher for 

the flat-apex tooth than for the round. The slope of the curves during 

secondary chip formation is about the same. Inspection of the indented 

sample indicates that the optimum indexing distance is about 25$ less 
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fo: r ths round-apex tooth than for ths ila i «x*=apcx tooth j and there appeal's 

to be more rock raised up on either side of the indentation for the ,. 

rounded tooth than for the flat-apex tooth. This indicates that there 

is less compaction of the rock with the round-apex tooth than for the 

flat-apex tooth. 

Comparison of Theoretical and Actual Bit-Tooth Forces 

A comparison of the theoretical and actual bit-tooth loads for the 

wedge with the flat apex and for the flat punch is shown in Figure 30. 

In obtaining the curves for the wedge •with the flat apex in Figure 

30, the change in area as the sloping sides of the wedge penetrate the 

rock is taken into account. At a depth of penetration, h, the area, A, 

normal to the direction of the applied force on the wedge, or the pro¬ 

jected area, is 

A = ( w + 2h tan ^ ) L 

where L and w are length and width of the tooth flat, respectively, 

and is the semi-included angle of the wedge. 

The force-penetration curves for the wedge tooth are converted to 

bit-tooth pressure (F/A) as a function of penetration, and the maximum 

bit-tooth pressure is taken as the chip formation pressure. A dimension¬ 

less bit-tooth load is calculated by dividing the chip formation pressure 

by the ultimate compressive strength CTp of the rock at the particular 

confining pressure. The ultimate strengths used are 21,500 and 27,400 

psi for Carthage marble at 2,500 and 5»000 psi confining pressure, respec 

tively. 



Figure 28. Successive penetrations 
on Carthage marble. 
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.COMPARISON OF PENETRATION FORCE FOR WEDGE 
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The curves for the flat punch are obtained by dividing the force 

at which slip to the previous indentation occurs by the area of the punch 

and the ultimate strength of the rock at that confining pressure for each 

test at a particular indexing distance. In tests where slip to the 

previous indentation did not occur, the force at an indentation depth of 

0.10 inch is used. 

The corrected theoretical curve of Figure 30 is for a flat punch 

interacting with a crater with vertical sides and a depth of 0.10 inch. 

Figure 4 is used to obtain this theoretical curve. The theoretical curve 

for a wedge with a flat apex would be slightly different because the 

effective width of the tooth changes as it indents and the previous 

crater would have sloping sides. 

The experimental curves for Carthage marble in Figure 30 show that 

the dimensionless bit-tooth load for the flat punch at indexing distances 

greater than critical is much greater than the dimensionless load for 

the wedge with the flat apex at the same indexing distance. The areas 

of the teeth are different but this is taken into account by computing 

the dimensionless bit-tooth load F/AOp. The reason for the large varia¬ 

tion in dimensionless load for the two types of teeth can be shown by 

calculating the pressures on the surfaces in contact with the rock for 

the two types of bit-teeth at indexing distances greater than the critical 

distance. The idealized slip line fields of Figure for a perfectly 

smooth wedge do not take into consideration the raised lip of material 

on either side of the wedge that actually occurs, but a good comparison 

of the forces expected for the two typos of teeth can be made. 



Successive Penetration Tests on Carthage Marble. 

Figure 30. 
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The principal stresses in regions I, II, and III of Figure %-B 
_I _IE __nr. 

are C?, , O, , and O, , respectively. Stresses in constant state 

regions, such as I, II, and III that are connected by a fan-shaped 

region of changing stress of angle A©, are related by*? 

Z A© ‘N*' 4* 0 ) 
IT 

Zro 

Tra 
= e 

rr© = C>2 5"<9 +0,5 cr0 

as given earlier. 

The shear stress £^and normal stress 0^,are shown in Figure %-A. 

From the figure we also see 

C7,= 0~&+ Zr& ia* <P 4 
(3^ 

A value of Zrcfor Carthage marble at 2500 psi confining pressure is 
IT 

taken from the yield envelope of Figure 2 and a value of Zee is cal¬ 

culated from Equation (1) using 40,, found from Figure -B. Using 
zr . . 

Lsro » can be obtained from Figure 2 or Equation (2; and substituted 
IT 

into Equation (3) to obtain u, as follows: 

~ lotooo psi A©,= <9,3<?3 r>ci-'3r>< - 2.2.1/?. 

* /. 57 Tr© = 15,700 pi>. 

aj- I 4,0AO psi. 

cr* = UG,150 j><,\ 
This stress O^acts normal to the sloping side of the frictionless 

wedge. The vertical component of stress 

(3* = cr,r Sin zzk' - 0.3S CT1 = /7 b'oo psi 



Figure 31. 
SLIP LINE FIELDS 
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when multiplied by the two side areas upon which it acts, As, gives 

the vertical component of force, Fg, carried by the sides of the wedge 

■ Fs = cr/ = 1*1° ,u- 

The same procedure is followed to obtain the force upon the flat 

bottom of the wedge tooth TC 
r&C6 r & 

UL 

= 3.<J zL *6.(3 Zrl ‘Cl, 

cre = 113,000 ps. 

cr,111 - "2. I^, ooo pci 

FL - o;3* = * 2H.00O r tgs-o !U. 
For the wedge with the l/l6" x l/2" flat apex the total force is 

*total = 1890 + 6850 = 8740 lb. The correction for end effects 

calculated in Appendix E is added to this force to give 

'corrected total = 8740 + 4675 = 13*415 lb. 

The slip line field of Figure Ji-Q and the same calculations for 

the flat punch give 
I 

tr* = 10poo ps. 
2SL ^ 1 2-A@3 fetv (f> 

- % re ^ (0 • \ ^^0 (0 \) C) o o >S I 

cre = IIZ,s~oo p^: 

CTj-^r: 2.18,(9 00 p$: 

The force for the l/8" x l/2" flat punch is 

F = 1/8 x 219000 = 13,700 lb. 

The force including the end-effect correction is 

F = 13,700 + 4675 = 18,375 lb. 

3oo ps\ 
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The ratio of the loads for the wedge with flat apox and the flat 

punch for this idealized oase is 

( jfedse .with..flat apex 12MZ = 0.73 

flat punch 1°»375 

and the ratio of the experimental loads for Carthage marble at 2500 psi 

from Figure 28 for an indexing distance greater than the critical distance 

is 

( wedge with flat ap9x ) = 13,500 = 75 
F flat punch experimental 18,200 

This analysis explains why the load for the wedge with the flat 

apex is much lower than the load for the flat punch at the same 

indexing distance. 

The approximation of the perfectly-smooth tooth seems justified 

since the theoretical ratio and experimental ratio are fairly close, 

A similar analysis for the case of a perfectly rough tooth gives the 

following ratio of loads 

t ^ wedge with flat apex 24,075 = , ~ 
^ flat punch 18,375 

theoretical 

The rough tooth analysis is given in Appendix D. Howevsr^the rough 

approximation does not give results which agree with the experimental 

results, 

Gnirk and Cheatham^ found that experimental values of the dimen¬ 

sionless load for a sharp wedge of various included angles for Carthage 

marble agreed with the rough tooth approximation. However, end effects 

were not considered, which might explain why the rough tooth analysis 

agreed with the experimental results. 
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VII SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

An experimental investigation of the drilling problem of a bit- 

tooth loading a horizontal rock surface near a previous crater has been 

conducted. Results are reported for two types of tests. The first 

type of test investigates the idealized case of a flat punch loading 

a horizontal rock surface at various distances from an inclined sur¬ 

face as shovm in Figure 1. The parameters of this problem are the 

inclination of the surface , c< , the distance from the center of the 

punch to the edge of the inclined surface, ie, the indexing distance, 

I, and the confining pressure, p , This type of experiment is referred 

to as an indexing experiment, A theoretical analysis of the indexing 

problem has been made by Pittman^, and the experimental results are 

compared with the results of his analysis throughout this investigation. 

The second type of test more nearly approximates the action of a 

roller-cone bit. In these tests successive penetrations are made using 

bit-teeth of various configurations. Indentations are made at various 

indexing distances and at confining pressures up to 5)000 psi on three 

types of rock. 

The main conclusions to be drawn from this investigation can be list¬ 

ed as follows: 

1, End effects, ie, the load carried by the sides of a chip as 

compared to the load carried by the bottom of a chip, are 

important and must be taken into account in making a comparison 
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between experimental results and theoretical predictions. In some 

cases the load carried by the sides of the chip is larger than the 

load carried by the bottom of the chip. For a flat punch adjacent 

to a vertical surface, the load carried by the sides of the chip is 

greater than the load carried by the bottom of the chip for a length 

to width ratio, L/w < % 

2. The force required to cause failure to the inclined surface increases 

with both confining pressure and indexing distance and decreases 

with angle of inclination of the free surface. For a l/8»* x 1/2” 
p = 'Zsoo ps! 9 

flat punch and the conditions I = 4 w, c* = 90°, andAF is 12,300 lb. 

By varying independently I to 6 w, o' to 60°, and^>to 5*000 psi, 

the force increases by 40$, 28$, and 14$, respectively. These increases 

agree favorably with the theoretically predicted increases. 

3. There is good agreement between actual and theoretical slip paths 

in most cases. The theoretical slip path provides a method for 

estimating the volume of rock removed by indentation of a flat 

punch for a given surface configuration. The only cases where the 

theoretical slip paths do not approximate the actual slip paths 

are at indexing distances near the critical indexing distance, ie. 

the maximum distance for which interaction with a previous crater 

can occur. 

4. The critical indexing distance decreases with an increase in confin¬ 

ing pressure and increases with angle of inclination of the surface. 
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For a l/8!t x i/2" flat punch at the conditions = 90°, and 

]p = 2500 psi, the critical indexing distance is 6.6 v/. By varying 

independently o< to 60° and p to 5>000 psi, the critical indexing dis¬ 

tance decreases by and 8$, respectively, and the theoretically 

predicted critical indexing distance decreases by 30/° and 0$, 

respectively. 

5. The chip formation force increases as a bit-tooth becomes more blunt. 

A wedge shaped tooth with a flat apex requires more force to form a 

chip on a semi-infinite rock surface than a wedge tooth with a 

round apex. A flat punch requires more force to form a chip on 

a semi-infinite surface than a wedge with a flat apex when the areas 

normal to the direction of penetration that are in contact with the 

rock are equal. 

The agreement between experimental results and theoretical predictions 

shows .the applicability of plasticity theory to indexing investigations 

at confining pressures for which rock/ bit-tooth interaction is of a 

ductile nature. 

The findings of this idealized drilling problem, especially the 

importance of end effects, should permit the extension of drilling inves¬ 

tigations to more realistic problems. 
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VIII SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

Several areas for further research are suggested by this investiga¬ 

tion. These are: 

1. The depth of indentation at which permanent rock damage first occurs 

and the failure paths during successive stages of indentation can 

be determined by studying thin sections of a group of samples which 

have been subjected to various depths of indentation. Epoxy resin 

should be used to hold the chips and damaged rock in place when 

thin sections are made of the indexed penetration samples. 

2. An indexing problem could be constructed so that the slot represent¬ 

ing the idealized previous crater is cut to various depths to simulate 

various crater shapes. Indexing experiments at higher confining 

pressure, on a variety of rocks, and with wedge shaped bit-teeth 

would investigate the indexing problem more thoroughly. 

3. Chip volume per unit energy input, as a function of indexing distance, 

inclination of the free surface, and confining pressure, is of 

interest in order to determine the conditions for maximum rock 

removal, 

4. An investigation could be made of the extent and effect of strain 

hardening and compaction in bit-tooth indentation experiments, as 

well as the effect of anisotropic samples. 
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APPENDIX A 

OPERATION OF EQUIP1ENT 

The pressure vessel, piping, and valve locations are shown in 

Figure 6. The main part of the vessel is mild steel but the end 

plates are heat-treated 4340 steel and all bolts are high strength steel. 

The force scale calibration on the x-y recorder can be checked 

by pressurizing the vessel. This applies a pressure to each end of 

the piston since the piston is in equilibrium at all pressures. The 

0. 5.mv scale setting on the x-y recorder for a current of 34 milliamps 

through the strain gage circuit gives a 1 inch deflection for a 2,000 lb. 

force applied to the piston. A pressure in the vessel of 1130 psi, as 

determined by the pressure gage, applies a force of 2,000 lb. to the 

piston. A 2260 psi pressure applies a force of 4,000 lb. to the piston. 

A 4,000 lb. force causes a one inch deflection on the x-y recorder on 

the 1.0 mv scale setting with a current of 30 milliamps. 

The schematic for the strain gage circuits for measurement of 

force and displacement are given in Figure A-l. 

The operating procedure for pressurizing the system is as follows: 

1. Turn on power supply to strain gages and x-y recorder 30 min. before 
test. 

2. Secure bolts on removable end plate. 

3. Open pressure vessel bleed off valve }#5. 

4. Close vent #4 and"open pressure vessel drain1*#!^and open"fill pressure 
chamber "7^3. 

5. Watch for oil to come out at bleed off valve ^#5,when vessel is filled. 
Close #5, #1, and #3 5 &nd open #4 to bleed off pressure in oil reservoir. 
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Leave #4 open so pressure can not build up in low pressure oil 
reservoir in case high pressure oil leaks into it. 

6. Bleed any bubbles out of vessel through #5 and #8. 

7. Make sure "ram-force equalization", #7 ,is open. All valves but 
#2, #4, and #7 should be closed when pressurizing the vessel. 

8. Open air valves to Sprague pump to operate the pressure pump. 

9. To release pressure open #1 or #5 slowly. 

10. Open #1 and $6 to drain vessel. Be sure #4 remains open. 



Figure A-l . Schematic. 
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APPENDIX B 

SUPPLY: SOURCES FOR MATERIALS 

The supply sources for materials used in the experiments are 

listed below. 

1. Rock - South Texas Stone Co., Houston, Texas 

2. Castone - Patterson Dental Supply, Houston, Texas 

3. Silicon putty - Dow Corning #C4551» 
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APPENDIX C 

PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTIONS OF THE ROCKS 

All rock samples were cut from blocks of quarry rock obtained from 

a local stone company. The name, age, classification, color, location 

5 
and description of each rock is given . 

CARTHAGE MARBLE (CARTHAGE LIMESTONE) 

Mississippian. Biosparite, pale light gray, Carthage, Mo. The 

texture is clastic with a grain size varying from 0.05 to 1 ram. The 

rock consists of 99 p9r cent calcite clasts (including fossil fragments) 

and 1 per cent glauconite. Most fossil fragments have authentic over¬ 

growths of clear, occasionally twinned calcite. 

BEREA SANDSTONE 

Mississippian. Fine-grained graywacke, light olive gray, Amhurst 

Ohio. The texture is clastic with subangular grain and an average grain 

size of 1.25 mm (including rock fragments). The rock is composed of 

approximately 67 per cent quartz grains, JO per cent quartz aggregates 

and rock fragments, 2 per cent carbonate minerals and traces of magnetite, 

microcline, and muscovite. 

INDIANA LBE STONE (BEDFORD LBE STONE ) 

(Select Buff variety) Mississippian. Biosparite, yellowish gray, 

Bedford, Ind. The texture is micro-coquina with an average fossil size 

of 0,25 mm and a grain size varying from sub-microscopic to a maximum of 
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1.5 mm. Soma recrystallization is apparent. The rock is composed of 

approximately 99 per cent calcareous fossil hash with traces of clay 

and magnetite. 
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APPENDIX D 

PERFECTLY ROUGH BIT-TOOTH CALCULATIONS 

Calculations were made in Section VI of the forces on a perfectly 

smooth wedge with a flat apex at an indentation depth of 0.10 in. The 

calculations for a perfectly rough tooth are similar. The slip line 

field would be similar to Figure 31—B; however, region II would not 

exist and A&t would extend to the side of the wedge. Region I and III 

would be the same and would be reduced. The stress at the side of 

the wedge Xro would be given by 

&Q<= 82f3
 = 1.42 radians 

A©i= ?i° = 0.15 radians 

O' ^ 1 ^2 A 
Cro = c - ^ = 5.13 Zr0s 513,000 psi 

CT, = $ +• 'Xre /Cos 

= 181,900 psi 

On the bottom of the wedge apex 

TK j 2.(A©,+ A9t) f3h <j> 

'fcrd = £r© — C>. I = 61,000 psi 

O', = 218,000 psi 

The vertical force on the vredge is the vertical component of 

principal stress multiplied by the area on which it acts plus the 

vertical component of shear stress multiplied by the area upon which it 

acts 
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F - Zro Cos 2z'h.‘ x 2 As + cr, S/h Z2k * 24s *f CT^A^ 

F = (51,300) (.925) 2* i • .103 + (181,000)(.38) 2 • i (.108) 

+ 1/2 • 1/16 (218,000) = 19,390 lb. 

The force including an end effect correction is 

F = 19,390 + 4675 = 24,075 lb. 

I 
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APPENDIX E 

EXAMPLE END EFFECT CALCULATIONS 

The cause of end effects and the method of calculating a correction 

for them was given in Section V and illustrated in Figures 15 and 16. 

A calculations was made for the shear strength of the rock under the 

punch, region II, and the shear strength of the rock in region I sub¬ 

jected to/?confining pressure of 2500 psi was given as 

Cro ~ 10,000 psi, 

-.a 
Cro~ 33>600 psi. 

The theoretical area is taken from Figure 4 for the indexing 

distance and inclination of the surface involved. The point of tangency 

of the surface and a power of dissipation contour is taken as the point 

to which slip occurs. A line drawn from this point and tangent to 

the dotted contour is the theoretical slip path. 

The load carried by the theoretical area is Cto multiplied by 

the slip area under the punch plus Tro multiplied by the remaining area 

enclosed by the slip path and the rock surface. There is an area at 

each end of the punch which contributes an end effect. Several examples 

are given below for a specified I and <* for the i/8" x l/2" flat punch 

and a confining pressure of 2500 psi. 

For I = w/2, o< = 90° j 

L = .ol5 x 2 x 33600 = 1010 lbs. 

For I = 2w , c< = 90° : 
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L = .0128 x 33,600 + .051 x 2 x 10,000 = I89O lbs. 

For I = 00 , oc = 0, slip occurs on both sides of the punch: 

L = .018 x 2 x 33,600 + .175 x 2 x 10,000 = 4675 lbs. 


